Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology
Sam Houston State University
Master of Arts Program Student Schedule

Year One

**Fall**
- Suggested 18 hours
  - CRIJ 5332
  - CRIJ 5330
  - CRIJ 5392
  - CRIJ 6385
  - elective

**Spring**
- Suggested 18 hours
  - CRIJ 5332
  - CRIJ 5330
  - CRIJ 5392
  - CRIJ 6385
  - elective

**Summer**
- elective

Year Two

**Fall**
- Suggested 15 hours
  - CRIJ 5393
  - CRIJ 6386
  - CRIJ 6398 Thesis

**Spring**
- Suggested 15 hours
  - CRIJ 5393
  - CRIJ 6386
  - CRIJ 6398 Thesis

**Electives (varies, example of recent course offerings):**
- 5334 Courts as Organization
- 5363 The Juvenile Offender
- 6339 Police in Society
- 6360 Seminar in Deviant Behavior
- 6372 Seminar in Crim & Corrections
- 6093 Independent Studies in Criminal Justice
- 6394 Special Topics (Recent examples: Victimology, Biosocial Criminology)

**Required Coursework:**
- 5330 Critical Analysis of Justice Administration
- 5332 Perspectives in Criminology
- 5392 Survey of Research Methods
- 5393 Legal Aspects of the Criminal Justice System
- 6385 Statistics for Criminal Justice Research
- 6386 Statistics for Criminal Justice Research II

**Thesis Credit Requirements:**
- 6398 Thesis Practicum
- 6099 Thesis
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